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You do not need any Janumet XR coupon card to

benefit from our affordable Janumet XR. As a

result, you just need to place your order and send

us your prescription. Even with a discount coupon

card we doubt you will be able to beat our prices.

If you can please visit our Price match

promise page to see if we can help.
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ELIQUIS 5 MG PRICE
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Our Eliquis 5 mg cost in India of $1.99 (with pay after delivery) is

a massive discount to our competitors. The brand Eliquis we sell

is from Bristol-Myers Squibb in Turkey.

Turkey has much lower disposable incomes than the USA, hence

the low price.

Bristol-Myers Squibb cannot charge the same price for this

medication in Turkey as they do in the USA.

This is because Turkish consumers will not be able for afford the

USA price. Bristol-Myers Squibb therefore price it much lower to

ensure they can make the sales in Turkey.

Our website allows you to buy Eliquis 5 mg online at the lower

Turkey / India price with free and fast guaranteed worldwide

delivery.

Buying Eliquis from Turkey is safe as long as you are buy from a

legitimate pharmacy like us, who sell the medication from Bristol-

Myers Squibb Turkey.
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Entecavir Generic Price In India

Entecavir and Baraclude price comparison

The average USA pharmacy Baraclude price is around $49 a

tablet, which is around $45 a tablet more than Entecavir. This

means choosing Entecavir could save you $1200 a month.

Entecavir 0.5 mg price in India

USA customers can benefit from a low ENTECAVIR generic

price in India for 0.5 mg from $2.99 a tablet - labelled as

Entavir from Cipla. This is much lower than any American

pharmacy price, due to much lower labor, development and

marketing costs in India, together with the price regulations in

place in America.
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INDIA
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The average 2018 Gleevec 400 mg price from most USA

pharmacies is over $50 a tablet, yet our price is just $6.99 for

Glivec. Benefit from pay after delivery, money back guarantee

and free guaranteed shipping when you buy Glivec online from

us. We also have excellent customer support teams in the USA

and UK.
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INDIA
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Glivec is the international brand name for the USA brand

name Gleevec - both are manufactured by Novartis. Even

though our Glivec 400 mg price is significantly lower than

the Gleevec price, you can be confident that these

medications are therapeutically equivalent. The much lower

labor, development, manufacturing and marketing costs in

India mean that Glivec Imatinib medication from Novartis

India is considerably lower than in the USA.
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GLIVEC 400 MG PRICE
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The price for Glivec in the Philippines is normally Php 1,897

,around $38 to $40 per tablet which is prohibitively

expensive for most patients.Our price of $6.99 is an

outstanding discount and proves that this medication

doesn't have to be expensive.Generic Imatinib is not

currently available in the Philippines so Glivec is the only

real option.We ship to the Philippines in around 7 to 12

days via tracked express priority mail.
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ELIQUIS COST
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Eliquis: 

Product information

US Brand name ELIQUIS

Generic nameAPIXABAN

Strength 2.5 MG OR 5 MG

Manufacturer BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB

Delivery time 7 - 10 DAYS

Availability IN STOCK
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✓ Your fully protected by our refund and delivery guarantee

✓ A unique pay after delivery service means you can try our 

service before paying us

✓ No payment is required to checkout and place your order

✓ Strict policies covering anti-spam, privacy and 

prescriptions

✓ Valid prescription required before our licensed pharmacy 

can dispense your medication
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DEFERIPRONE COST
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What is Deferiprone 500mg ?

The Ferriprox drug contains Deferiprone as an active

ingredient and is used for the treatment of excess iron in

the blood and other conditions. The generic version of

Ferriprox is known as Kelfer.It is manufactured by CIPLA

under the brand name Kelfer, at a low cost from India. It

belongs to the class of drugs called iron chelators.
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DEFERIPRONE BRANDS IN INDIA
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Deferiprone is used to treat people with too much iron in

their bodies. This can be caused by recurring blood

transfusions. Excess iron in the bloodstream can become

toxic and lead to diabetes, liver conditions, heart failure,

and stunted growth in children.

This drug is an iron removal medication and is a second line

treatment when the first iron removal drugs are not as

effective as necessary or cannot be used.
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GENERIC ATRIPLA USA
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Atripla cost vs Viraday differences explained

The main reasons for cost differences involves the patenting

behind the name brand. Atripla's patent prevents other countries

from manufacturing it, where as in India they can make the

generic version for consumers to buy without complications from

the patent.The company which makes the generic version Viraday,

Cipla, can now sell their product to consumers at extremely low

India prices.
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XIFAXAN COST
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Why is Xifaxan so expensive?

Xifaxan is so expensive as it has no USA generic alternative. We

sell generic Xifaxan (Rifaximin) for $1.04. This is 90% cheaper

than the average national retail price of $35 a Xifaxan 550 mg

tablet. You do not need an Xifaxan coupon card to benefit from

our low prices. In fact we have made sure our prices are so

competitive that you don't need to waste time looking for a

suitable discount card.
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Our Rifaximin price is much lower than you will find from

your typical USA pharmacy as we source our medication

from cheaper countries such as India, Turkey and New

Zealand.. Rifaximin is the generic name for Xifaxan and

generic versions are nearly always considerably lower

than their brand counterparts even though they are

therapeutically equivalent and just as effective.
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JANUMET XR PRICE IN INDIA
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The Janumet XR price in India (available to USA and worldwide

customers) is around 65% lower than you will find in most USA

pharmacies, yet is manufactured by the same company Merck

(MSD). Our prices are low thanks to the following reasons:

•Much lower development costs in India

•Much lower marketing costs in India

•Significantly lower disposal income, labor and fixed costs in India

•No price regulation in India which results in much lower drug 

prices priced for the local market

•We pass these low costs onto our customers. Prescription drugs 

should be affordable!
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You do not need any Janumet XR coupon card to

benefit from our affordable Janumet XR. As a

result, you just need to place your order and send

us your prescription. Even with a discount coupon

card we doubt you will be able to beat our prices.

If you can please visit our Price match

promise page to see if we can help.
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The generic Atripla name from India is Viraday. Most HIV patients

are required to take three pills or more a day to stay healthy, with

Viraday that changes. It combines the three HIV drugs all into one.

The purpose of this combination is to prevent HIV-1 from

replicating and mutating in adults. It works by helping to create

more CD4+ cells which HIV is attempting to get rid of. The

medication also helps to slow down the rate at which replication

and spread of the HIV virus. This increases the odds of a users life

to become extended, it also leads to an increase in odds of a

healthier life without the combination of AIDS, when taken daily.
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ENTECAVIR PRICE IN 

INDIA

Entecavir Price In India
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